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Breaking the Silence: 

Rationale, Protest, and Identity in the 
Provincial Press of 

the Unemployed in France, 
1931- 1939 
MATT PERRY 

Between 1932 and 1939, newspapers purporting to vocalize the 
opinions, interests, and grievances of the unemployed, typically 
being called La Voix des chômeurs or Le Cri des chômeurs, were associated 
with activists, led predominantly by Communists, who sought to 
create social movements of the unemployed. This essay seeks to 
examine these newspapers and their relationship with the move-
ments of the unemployed. Of late, these movements have attracted 
attention from historians, including another contribution in this 
volume. 1 The newspapers constitute a key resource for the historical 
reconstruction of these movements, particularly since their editors 
and journalists intended these periodicals to serve as instruments to 
draw together movements of the unemployed. The question of their 
meaning to the unemployed and precisely what role they played in 
the movements is yet to be resolved. What is not in doubt is their 
utility to the historian. Apart from the police surveillance, which 
provides a hostile witness of unemployed movements, the absence 
of interviews or memoirs of participants underlines the importance 
of this source. 2 Despite their stuttering existence, these fifteen or so 
papers covered most of the major industrial areas ofFrance.3 

1 Danielle Tartakowsky, 'Syndicats et mobilisations de ch6meurs dans les annees trente', 
Cahiers de Ressy, 3-4 (June 20oo), 16-21; Agnès Colnet, 'Les Mouvements des ch6meurs' 
(MA thesis, Paris I, 1984);Jean-Pierre Rioux, 'Du pain, du sang et du reve', Histoire, 58
(1983), 42-56; Michael Seidman, 'Making the French Unemployed Work, 1930-1936', 
French History, 18/2 (June 2004), 196-221; Emmanuel Pierru, 'Mobiliser "la fragile": Les 
Communistes et les ch6meurs dans les annees trente', Sociétés contemporaines, 65/1 (2007), 
113-45. 2 With the exception of Charles Tillon, On chantait rouge (Paris, 1977). 

3 Giving a precise number is problematic because undoubtedly some have been lost, but 
also because the difference between a newspaper and bulletin is not always easy. The 
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This essay will explore three central issues revealed in the news-
papers of the unemployed. The first is the discontinuities and gaps 
in the coverage of this press. These journals sought to speak for the 
jobless but they were brief, weak, and isolated voices amid a prevail-
ing tranquillity. Explaining that silence is as necessary as scrutinizing 
the message. Secondly, given that the express purpose of these news-
papers was to generate social protest, the relationship between col-
lective action and this press is examined. Both protest and the 
appearance of these publications possessed geographical and 
chronological complexity and the degree of synchronization of these 
two processes at the local or regional level will be investigated. 
Thirdly, as these periodicals purported to provide 'the voice' of those 
without work, the formation of a unitary identity for the unemployed 
through multifaceted constructions of self and other is probed. 

The scholarly literature concerning movements of the unem-
ployed has a specific bearing on their newspapers. One of the key 
debates within this field has been the Piven-Cloward thesis elab-
orated in a study of the movements of the unemployed in the 
United States of the 1930s and 1g6os.4 This functionalist Marxist 
interpretation maintained that welfare reforms were interventions 
into the process of class conflict with the objective of dissipating 
unrest and attaining social control over the poor. More significant 
for present purposes, the Piven-cloward thesis also articulated the 
trope, strongly associated with the new left of the 1g6os, of spon-
taneity versus bureaucratization as the principal dialectic of 'poor 
people's movements'. Recendy, criticism of this dimension of the 
Piven-Cloward thesis has been forthcoming from a resource mobi-
lization perspective. 5 Steve V alocchi maintained that sponsorship 
following were double-sided A4 publications in the style of the ubiquitous factory bulletins: 
Le Chomeur (Lille), I Ganuary I932); Le Cri des chomeurs (Halluin), I (I932); ibid. 2 (I932); ibid. 
5 (I932); L'Eveil des ch6meurs (Rouen) (I934); Le Cri des chomeurs (Valenciennes Nord), I-2 
(Oct.-Nov. I934); ibid. 2 (Nov. I934); ibid. (Dec. I934)· At the other end of the spectrum, 
the newspapers ran to several pages with good-quality reproductions of photographs, car-
toons, and mastheads. La Voix des chômeurs (Nord) was a four-page large-format broadsheet 
with articles on occasion written in Polish. La Voix des sans-traJJail (Marseilles) was more pro-
fessionally produced than many of its predecessors, with regular photographs, an artistic 
masthead, careful layout, and well-drawn cartoons. 

4 Frances Fox Piven and Richard A. Cloward, Poor People'sMovements (New York, I977); 
eid., Regulating the Poor: The Functions ofPublic Welfare (New York, I971). 

5 Steve Valocchi, 'The Unemployed Workers Movement of the I93os: A Re-examina-
tion of the Piven and Cloward thesis', Social Problems, 37/2 (May Iggo), 191-205;another 
study taking a resource mobilization perspective (on the latter-day movement of the French 
unemployed) is Sophie Maurer, Les Chômeurs en action (Paris, 2001). 
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of competing organizations rather than spontaneity explained the 
rise of these movements, and that organizational inflexibility 
accounted for their decline. The concept of resource mobilization 
and political opportunity as being vital to social movements offers 
an alternative understanding of bureaucracy as a potential facilita-
tor rather than a block on mobilization. These concerns are of par-
ticular significance for understanding the role of the newspapers 
of the unemployed as they necessarily presuppose a degree of 
bureaucratization and formalization of the movement. A second 
aspect of the historiography of unemployment that has a bearing 
upon this investigation is how the social recognition and meaning 
of unemployment was created. One approach, most classically for-
mulated in Salais, Baverez, and Reynaud's L'/nvention du ch8mage 
(rg86), is that unemployment is an institutional invention-the 
work of the state and the employers through statistical definitions, 
work contracts, and social policy.6 Alternatively, from a social or 
labour history perspective, the unemployed through their protests 
have a major part in the generalization of a social awareness of the 
lived experience of their plight. Whether unemployment is 
'invented' or experienced opens a wider controversy about the 
social location of the unemployed: either within the working class 
or relegated to a 'ragged' underclass or lumpenproletariat. These 
differences evidently have significant implications for the under-
standing of the process of identity formation with regard to the 
unemployed and can be interrogated through the newspapers of 
the unemployed under discussion here. 

There has been little systematic discussion of the newspapers 
of the unemployed, largely because these were such fleeting and 
ephemeral affairs. 7 Comparison with the British case is instructive. 

6 Robert Salais, Nicolas Baverez, and Bénédicte Reynaud, L'lnvention du chômage: histoire
et transformations d'une catégorie en France des années 1890 aux années 198o (Paris, 1986); Christian 
Topalov, Naissance du chômeur, 1880-1910(Paris, 1994); Malcolm Mansfield, Robert Salais, 
and Noel Whiteside (eds.), Aux sources du chômage, 1880-1914:une comparaison interdisciplinaire 
entre la France et la Grande-Bretagne (Paris, 1994). 

7 Comrade Schröter's report, 'The Unemployed Movement in Germany', International 
Press Correspondence, 11/56(31 Oct. 1931), 1004-5, suggested that in June 1931, at least fifteen 
local papers of the unemployed in Germany had a circulation of 485,000. Richard 
Croucher, We Refose to Starve in Silence: A History ofthe National Unemployed Workers' Movement 
1920-46 (London, 1987), 130-2; Richard Flanagan, 'Parish-Fed Bastards': A History of the 
Politics of theUnemployed in Britain, IBB4-1939 (New York, 1991), 144. On the Parisian paper, 
Matt Perry, '"Unemployment Revolutionises the Working Class": Le Cri des chômeurs, 
French Communists and the Birth of the Movement of the Unemployed in France 1931-
2', French History, 16/4 (2003), 441-68. 
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The National Unemployed Workers' Movement (NUWM), 
widely acknowledged as a much more significant organization of 
the unemployed than its French counterparts, failed to establish a 
permanent national newspaper despite intermittent attempts to 
do so.8 Richard Croucher deemed the demise of its newspaper 
Out of Work in 1923 to be a blow that the NUWM did not fully 
recover from for the remainder of the decade. Indeed, in contrast 
to the French case, the NUWM did not seek to establish regional 
newspapers for the unemployed, this therefore being one of the 
peculiarities of the French movement and a function of the 
greater regionality of unemployed movements in France, even of 
French unemployment itself. 9 In this sense, there are greater 
resemblances with movements of the unemployed in the United 
States than in Britain. 

Challenging and Explaining the Silence: Financial and 
Motivational Deficits 

As far as its desire to build a protest movement of the unemployed 
was concerned, the Communist Party's strategy was to establish a 
model movement in Paris and for the procedure used in the 
nation's capital to be replicated elsewhere. This consisted oflocal 
committees of the unemployed convened at public meetings, net-
worked into a regional structure, overseen by a permanent 
regional leadership, and communicating regionally through a 
monthly newspaper. Communists believed that a newspaper 
would provide a secure mooring for the unemployed movements. 
This beliefwas drawn from a variety of sources. In Lenin's classic 
text on the character of the revolutionary party, What is to be Done? 
(1902), the functions of a revolutionary paper were elaborated at 
some length. The leader of the Bolsheviks used the metaphor of 
scaffolding to denote the way in which the paper could survey the 
party's progress and allow communication between the party's 
constituent elements. The sale of the newspaper became an act 

8 Out of Work (this had originally been the paper of the London District Council of the 
National Unemployed Workers' Committee Movement, 1921-3), New Charter (1923), 
Unemployed Worker (1924), Unemployed News (1928- ), Unemployed Special (1932), Unemployed 
Leader (1932-5). Croucher, We R.e.fose to Starve in Silence, 6o-I. 

9 Although there is evidence of ephemeral efforts in the early 1930s, such as Unemployed 
Demonstrator of West Fife, ibid. 131. 
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of party-building in itself with readership being conceived as a 
step towards membership. Moreover, France had a long tradition 
of a revolutionary press stretching back to the French Revolution 
of 1789, with each subsequent revolution generating its own news-
papers. L'Humanité, the daily organ of the Parti Communiste 
Français (PCF, French Communist Party), was indeed inherent 
to the way that the party organized its activists, ran its campaigns, 
and dispensed the views of the party leadership. 10 Founded in 
1904 by Jeanjaures, the paper conferred on the party sensitive to 
the criticism of being a foreign import an authentic connection 
with an indigenous socialism and thereby with France's revolu-
tionary traditions. In addition to the national daily, the PCF pub-
lished several regional periodicals. 11 Perhaps more crucially for 
Communist work amongst the jobless, the centrality of a newspa-
per was axiomatic for the 'mass organizations' that the PCF was 
involved in: the unions (La Vie ouvrière and factory bulletins), the 
tenants' organizations (Le Locataire), campaigns in the armed forces 
(Le Conscrit, La Caserne, Jean Le Gouin), and the veterans' movement 
(Association Republicaine des Ancien Combattants, ARAC's 
Réveil des combattants). The newspaper had embedded itself as a req-
uisite organizational form into French revolutionary, left, and 
Communist political cultures. This goes some way to explaining 
why French Communists at the regional level put such resources 
into newspapers of the unemployed. One consequence of this ori-
entation upon a revolutionary press, however, was that the cover-
age of the national and regional Communist newspapers as well 
as those of its auxiliary mass organizations could either create 
space or crowd out opportunities for newspapers of the unem-
ployed, depending on timing and locality. 

These papers had twin rationales. First, the unemployed needed 
a voice to challenge the silence and servility into which they were 

10 Romier, 'Suivons l'exemple de la Pravda: pour une Humanité bolchevik', Cahiersdu 
Bolchévisme, 7/14 (15july 1932), 937-44; Lecouteux, 'Sur "Imitons l'exemple de la Pravda"', 
ibid. 7/21 (1 Nov. 1932), 1532-3; Gaston Monmousseau, 'Les Taches syndicates du parti et 
la presse regionale', ibid. 12/6 (1935), 364--g; Bigot, 'LesJournaux de cellules de la region 
Nord-Parisien enjanvier 1935', ibid. 12/5 and 6 (1 and 15 Mar. 1935), 312-14, 370-3; J.B.,
'Le Travailleur du 18e est bien parti', ibid. 11/9 (1 May 1934), 550-4; J.B., 'LesJournaux des 
regions parisiennes', ibid. n/5 (1 Mar. 1934), 313-17. 

11 In 1925 the party had three local dailies and seventeen weeklies, 'La Presse commu-
niste en France', Cahiersdu Bolchévisme, 1/28 (1 Oct. 1925), 1889-go. For instance L'Enchainé
(Nord), L'Éclaireur de L'Ain, and Le Travailleur de Somme et Oise all extensively covered unem-
ployed protests. 
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plunged. Mainstream politicians and the press dominated the 
public discourse about mass unemployment. Although far from 
uniform, the key themes of that discourse were the threat of immi-
gration to jobs, charitable generosity of social elites and the 
Church, statistics with their dehumanized anonymity, dole abuse, 
and malingering. 12 The newspapers would vocalize the ignored 
experiences of the jobless, articulate their grievances, and reveal 
the unknown 'lower depths' to a wider audience. These papers 
identified themselves as 'led, composed and belonging to the 
unemployed'. 13 They would also allow the unemployed to come 
together and fight for their interests. Several papers provided an 
opening statement to explain their existence. La Voix des chômeurs 
(Saint-Etienne) saw its purpose as to reply to the 'calumnies of 
enemy hack journalists [plumitifs]'.14 In Toulouse, La Tribune des 
sans-travail set out to contradict those who 'depicted the unfortunate 
unemployed as idlers, using the epithets of drug addicts and pro-
fessionally unemployed'. 15 Descriptions of the unemployed as 
'malingerers [oisifs], petty rentiers on society with just enough 
courage to collect their "fat" benefit payment, but very little to find 
work', prompted the publication La Voix des chômeurs of Sotteville. 16 

The Limoges paper pinpointed the refusal of the two local news-
papers, which supported either the government or the council, to 
give a hearing to the activities of the Comités des Chômeurs 
(CdCs, Committees of the Unemployed) as the catalyst for its 
establishment. 17 If this purely discursive or counter-hegemonic 
element provided the most common theme, a combative action-
based element often accompanied it as well as a cognitive aspect of 
assisting the unemployed to become aware of their own interests. 

The second, usually unspoken, rationale of these papers was 
that they allowed the Communists to retain hegemony and shape 

12 Matt Perry, Prisoners ofWant: 77ze Experience and Protest ofthe Unemployed in France 1931-
45 (Aldershot, 2007), 47-9; Philippe Hesse andjean-Pierre Le Crom, 'L'Indemnisation des 
chomeurs clans les annees 1930', in Les Sans-Emploi et la loi hier et aujourd'hui (Nantes, 1988), 
49 and 65; Gabrielle Letellier,Jean Perret, H. E. Zuber, and A. Dauphin-Meunier, Une 
enquête sur le chômage, 3 vols. (Paris, 1938-46), i. 27o-1; André Gueslin, Les Gens de rien: une his-
toire de la grande pauvreté dans la France du vingtièmesiècle (Paris, 2004), 92. 

13 La Voix des chômeurs (Saint-Etienne), 1 (11 Jan. 1932); or similar sentiments, Le Cri des 
chômeurs (Pyrenees-Orientales), 1 (11 Nov. 1935); La Voix des sans-travail, 1 (May 1938). 

14 La Voix des chômeurs (Saint-Etienne), 1 (11 Jan. 1932). 
15 La Tribune des sans-travail, 1 (20 May 1936). 
16 La Voix des chômeurs (Sotteville), Nov. 1935. Sotteville is near Rouen. 
17 La Voix des chomeurs (Limoges), 1 (1 Mar. 1932). 
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the movement of the unemployed. At a Comintern congress in 
Prague on work amongst the unemployed, Walter Ulbricht in his 
presidential address described unemployed newspapers as one of 
the 'forms of organisation ... [that] should be used to control the 
unemployed movement' and bemoaned the 'direct catastrophe' 
that internationally most newspapers had collapsed in the previ-
ous months. 18 Obviously, with its threat to the vital cooperation 
of non-Communists within the committees of the unemployed, 
this rationale was less explicit. 19 The newspapers presented 
support for the Communists as the spontaneous and unpremedi-
tated response to policies and events. Communists were the 
'friends of the unemployed', whilst others sought to divide the 
unemployed in the interests of the bourgeoisie. 20 Where iden-
tifiable by the historian, Communist influence was strong in the 
editorship and contributions to these papers. With La Voix des 
chômeurs (Saint-Etienne), all five out of fifteen named contributors 
whose party allegiances are known were Communists. In the case 
of La Voix des chômeurs, the paper of the Regional Committee of 
Unemployed (Nord), amongst the ten contributors at least four 
were Communists. 21 Whilst Le Cri des ch6meurs of V alenciennes 
Nord was at pains to explain that it 'belonged to no party and 
that all the unemployed participated in its production, we have 
Christians and those of no trade union or political party, etc.', the 
manager was Communist Raymond Choquez. 22 

The experience of producing papers did not measure up to the 
optimistic estimations of those who laid out the blueprint of how 
to construct movements of the unemployed. The most immedi-
ately obvious trouble for these papers was financial. The move-
ment of the unemployed in Lyons illustrates the problem. From 

18 Comrade Ulbricht's address, 'The Tasks, Methods, and Forms of the Unemployed 
Movement', lnternational Press Correspondence, 11/56(3I Oct. I93I), IOI8. 

19 With the exception of Sotteville's La Voix des chômeurs, in which Louis Vaubaillon 
explained from the outset that the paper was both pro-Communist and pro-popular front, 
La Voix des chômeurs (Sotteville), Nov. I935.

20 La Voix des chômeurs (Limoges), I (I Mar. I932); La Voix des chômeurs (Saint-Etienne), I 
(11Jan. 1932); ibid. 2 (30 Jan. I932); ibid. 3 (Mar I932); ibid. 4 (Apr. I932); Le Sans-Travail
(Valence), Feb. I932; only the Drancy paper had a genuinely cross-party autonomy, Le 
Chômeur(Drancy), I (Aug. I932). 

21 One was Section Française de l'Intemationale Ouvrier (Jean More!, Sin-le-Noble), 
and one had participated in the Lille to Paris hunger march (Alex Dussart, Waziers). 

22 Le Cri des chômeurs (V alenciennes Nord), Dec. 1934. Le Chômeur (Drancy) was an excep-
tion, having been set up in response to the sectarianism of the Parisian movement and its 
paper Le Cri des chômeurs (Paris). 
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early 1932, a network of 17 CdCs and a relatively sizeable mem-
bership developed. 23 Yet Le Cri agonized from birth. 24 An internal 
bulletin explained the difficulty. It noted that the paper was strug-
gling to survive because, despite its moderate price, there was no 
adequate mechanism to distribute and sell enough papers. The 
Lyons paper had to rely heavily on contributions from the sympa-
thetic local Communist-affiliated Confédération Générale du 
Travail Unitaire (CGTU, United General Confederation of 
Labour). 25 Such support was difficult to sustain or justify over the 
longer term. After the first two instalments in March and April, 
the paper faltered and only two issues came out between April 
1932 and November 1933.26 

Unexplained temporary disappearances and the failure to 
maintain regular publication were common to most of these 
papers. 27 When the third issue of La Voix des chômeurs (Bordeaux) 
was transformed from a typed sheet to a newspaper proper, it 
stretched to four pages and doubled its price to 20 centimes. 28 

There is no record of a fourth issue. Recognizing the hardship of 
the unemployed, not all newspapers had a cover price and for 
those that did, prices ranged from 10 to 30 centimes (although the 
solidarity edition of the Marseilles paper was sold at 1 franc). 

One variable in the viability of these newspapers was the orga-
nizational structure of the local movements of the unemployed that 
supported them, which differed very considerably. As the report 

23 AN F7 13549 Special Commissioner (Lille) report, 2 May 1932, appended L'Union 
des Comité de Chômeurs de la Region Lyonnaise, Bulletin intérieur d'injimnation, 2 (n.d.). 
Five Lyons arrondissements had CdCs (first, third, fourth, sixth, and seventh) as did Bron, 
Decines, Caluire, Saint-Fons, Villeurbaine, Oullins, Venissieux, Bourgoin, Cours, Givors, 
Vienne, and Villefranche. Between February and April1932 the regional leadership body, 
Union of the Unemployed, issued 3,630 membership cards to the CdCs. The CdC of the 
third arrondissement with 550 members and the seventh with 450 were the largest. For 
instance, in the seventh arrondissement, whilst 450 cards had been issued, only 288 members 
attended the CdC at least once in a month. 

24 With a print run of 6,ooo, only 876 were sold in Lyons, nearly half in the seventh 
arrondissement, and 200 purchased in the third arrondissement, 1 oo in the first, and go in the 
fourth. AN F7 13549 Special Commissioner (Lille) report, 2 May 1932, appended L'Union 
des Comité de Chômeurs de la Region Lyonnaise, Bulletin intérieur d'information, 2 (n.d.). 

25 During the period February to April1932 local trade unions donated 5,568 francs to 
the unemployed movement, of which nearly four-fifths came from the railworkers of 
Oullins. Ibid. 2 (Apr. 1932). 26 Le Cri des chômeurs(Lyons), 5 (Nov. 1933). 

27 See Appendix: Table 12.A1. Coverage and dates of the provincial press of the unem-
ployed. 

28 A front page article explained that this 20 centimes contributed to the suppression of 
overtime, double-earners, and the employment of the retired, La Voix des chômeurs: organe du 
Comité des Chômeurs (Bordeaux), 3 (23 May 1933). 
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to the CGTU conference of 1935 highlighted, departments might 
claim as many as 75 committees of the unemployed and 2o,ooo 
members (in the case of the Nord) or as few as one committee with 
35 members (Ardeche).29 Some of the papers, such as those centred 
on Lille, Saint-Etienne, Lyons, and Marseilles, would support a 
regional network of a large number of committees. Other papers 
were based on a single committee within a wider regional network, 
such as those ofValenciennes Nord and Sotteville, or single, stand-
alone committees without organizational ties to others, as with 
Valence and Limoges. 

Even in Nord, the site of the largest provincial movement of 
the unemployed, the paper struggled. Having been launched in 
the early spring of 1932 as a monthly, La Voix des chômeurs (Nord) 
appeared only on exceptional occasions.30 Whilst a regional bul-
letin noted that the number of committees had recently doubled 
and celebrated the securing of local concessions, it emphasized 
the severe difficulties in the sale and distribution of La Voix. 31 

Given that the paper's print run was 2o,ooo, the fact that many 
CdCs did not even place an order for the paper, or did so too late, 
meant that the Comité Regional des Chômeurs (CRC, Regional 
Committee of the Unemployed) had to send it irrespectively. Only 
a few committees ordered and paid the 15 centimes per roo 
required. The bulletin laid great stress both on settling up for the 
first issue as well as the importance of better organization for the 
second issue that would appear on 19 April. The aim was to make 
La Voix 'a living organ responding to the desire of all, which will 
allow us to prepare seriously for 1May'. The regional committee's 
front page article in La Voix upbraided local committees for failing 
to order the paper's first issue or for not distributing effectively. 32 

The following internal regional bulletin opened with the question 
of the paper which had not been taken with sufficient seriousness 
by comrades: teams of sellers had not been constituted, and 
bundles of unsold papers lay at the bottom of committee 
members' closets, which created an enormous problem of remu-
nerating the printers. The bulletin ended with a terse appeal for 
committees to pay for the second issue, and in some cases the first 

29 CGTU, Huitième Congres de la CGTV: Issy-les-A1oulineux au 24 à27 septembre 1935 (Paris, 
1935). 30 La Voix des cluimeurs (Nord), 1 (n.d., c. Mar.-Apr. 1932). 

31 ADN M616 27 Bulletin regional à!'usage des comités des chômeurs, 2 (Mar. 1932). 
32 La Voix des chômeurs (Nord), 2 (May 1932). The same point was made at the regional 

congress, ADN M616 27 Central Commissioner to Prefect (Nord), 18 Apr. 1932. 
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issue as well. Only then could a third issue be envisaged. 33 

Unsurprisingly, then, there was a long hiatus before La Voix reap-
peared. The fourth issue came out in August 1933 with the express 
purpose of advertising the national congress of the unemployed 
of 20 September which would plan the hunger march to Paris. 34 

The front page stressed the difficulties of printing the newspaper, 
its importance, and the onus on the committees of making it 
viable. As it did not appear again untiljanuary 1936, this injunc-
tion seemed not to have had the desired effect. 

Likewise, the fifth issue of the Limoges paper explained its 
seven-month absence as due to its feeble resources and implored 
readers to 'help us to live'. 35 Whilst Le Sans-Travail of Valence was 
an exception in seeming to avoid financial difficulties, the cost of 
printing it accounted for half of the local CdC's expenditure.36 

Papers sometimes ran articles on successes in sales of the paper 
with, for example, the Douai committee of the unemployed 
showing the way by selling seventy papers outside the Arbel 
factory. 37 The Sotteville paper, with a sale of Boo, even offered a 
prize for its best seller.3B 

Newspapers did carry advertising to offset the costs, which was 
something pioneered in La Voix des chômeurs (Saint-Etienne).39 This 
paper even went so far as to implore the unemployed only to shop 
with those who advertised in its pages. To gain more substantial 
revenue from advertising obviously entailed a softening of atti-
tudes to business and this matched a relaxation from the sharpest 
political sectarianism of the third period. Many papers carried 
notices mainly for small businesses such as hairdressers, bars, 
tailors, cobblers, and the like. Le Cri des chômeurs (Pyrénées-
Orientales), which generally had a page and a half of advertise-
ments in each issue, ran front page editorials inviting advertisers, 
and costed advertisements according to size and prominence.40 

33 ADN M616 27 Bulletin regional àl'usage des comités des chômeurs, 3,july 1932. La Voix des 
chômeurs (Nord), 2, May 1932. 

34 ADN M616 28 La Voix des chômeurs (Nord), 4 (Aug. 1933). The congress actually took 
place on 21-2 Sept. 35 La Voix des chômeurs (Limoges), 5 (Mar. 1933). 

36 Le Sans-Travail (Valence), Mar. 1932. The committee received money from trade 
union donations and fund-raising parties leaving a healthy balance. 

37 La Voix des chômeurs (Nord), 6 (Mar.-Apr. 1936). 
38 La Voix des chômeurs (Sotteville), Feb. 1936. Ten of its members were able to sell more 

than 10 papers with Lemarchand's tally of 120the most impressive by some distance. 
39 La Voix des chômeurs (Saint-Etienne), 2 (3ojan. 1932). 
40 Le Cri des chômeurs (Pyrénées-Orientales), 2 (17 Nov. 1935); ibid. 6 (22 Dec. 1935). 
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The revenue generated by this means poses a question as to 
whether it contributed to the longevity of papers. This is difficult 
to answer definitively because of the host of other factors involved. 

Clearly, the newspapers were not 'desired by all' and regional 
leaderships were presented with the option of further moralistic 
urgings and escalating debts or quietly dropping papers that they 
had once deemed vital to the future of the movements. It does 
seem that a small number oflater papers (1936-9) had prolonged 
life cycles compared with earlier ones (1932), probably because the 
changed political and trade union conjuncture of the Popular 
Front era put greater resources at the disposal of CdCs in those 
larger conurbations with extended networks of committees ( espe-
cially Lille/Nord and Marseilles/Bouches du Rhône). For these 
reasons, then, these brief publications scattered sporadic voices 
amid the preponderant silence which resulted from the financial, 
organizational, and motivational probabilities loaded against them. 

Elusive Synchronization ofPublications and Protest 

Recurrent insolvency and intermittent publication disguised a 
more fundamental problem for these newspapers, that is, their 
relationship with the dynamics of contention of the unemployed. 
What financial constraints obscured was that there was little cor-
relation between the existence of newspapers and mobilization of 
the unemployed. The most intense moments of unemployed agi-
tation took place in the absence of such a press. In some respects, 
local protest of the unemployed in France, particularly in the 
years 1934-5, exhibited an impressive, albeit forgotten and histor-
ically neglected, militancy. This was, paradoxically, a barren spell 
for the movement's press. The riot and mass demonstrations in 
Calais in January and February 1934; the relief strikes, invasion 
of the mayor's offices, and demonstrations throughout 1934 in 
Saint-Quentin; and the occupations of the mayor's office in the 
Sambre V alley during the Christmas period of the same year took 
place without the instrument of a local newspaper of the unem-
ployed. For a press initially conceived as a catalyst of protest, this 
failed synchronization between publication and protest is a sig-
nificant verdict. 

Considering the degree of grass-roots vitality and volatility of 
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such events, this might not be surprising, but nor was there a nec-
essary connection between hunger marches and the newspapers 
of the unemployed. Between I932 and I935, nineteen provincial 
hunger marches took place in France, coinciding only rarely and 
tangentially with a newspaper of the unemployed. Appearing as a 
one-off during a long period of absence, La Voix des chômeurs (Nord) 
campaigned for the national congress that would organize the Lille 
to Paris hunger march. Indeed, the only paper to appear simulta-
neously and make reference to this event, the best known of the 
French hunger marches, was produced in distant Lyons.41 Despite 
the name, La Marche de la.faim (Ardennes) does not invalidate the 
thesis of incompatible chronologies of protest and press. It was 
produced after the regional hunger march to Charleville. 42 It 
evoked the scene of police violence against the marchers in order 
to mobilize sympathy and capitalize politically out of the arrests 
and jailings of participants. Despite being prosecuted and fined for 
printing La Marche de la.faim, Fuzellier won the mayoralty ofJoigny 
three months later. 43 Rather than using the Charleville paper to 
assist in the preparation of the hunger march, its creators intended 
it to campaign for those imprisoned during the march and to gain 
from its impact. Le Cri des chômeurs (V alenciennes N ord) appeared 
in the aftermath of the regional hunger march to Lille and seems 
to have been inspired by this event, seeking to sustain the interest 
that it generated.44 Clearly, the view that newspapers were indis-
pensable for the mobilization of the unemployed was misplaced. 
Indeed, this survey suggests strongly, and this makes sense from 
the point of view of resource mobilization, that these publications 
and major protests were mutually exclusive. 

To add weight to the mismatch between mobilization and press, 
some newspapers were premissed not on the building of a move-
ment of the unemployed per se, but on the more specific goal of 
campaigning against the repression of its activists. In other words, 
they were a response to the threat of decline. Like La Marche de la 
.faim, the Perpignan CdC launched Le Cri des chômeurs on I I 

November I935 to campaign for those facing the courts and jails 
41 Le Cri des chômeurs (Lyons), 5 (Nov. 1933). 42 La Marcke de la.foim, 1 (Mar. 1935). 
43 AN F7 13024 Prefect (Ardennes) to Minister of the Interior, 22 May 1935, 40 attended 

a protest meeting in Chateau-Regnault on 14 May over Borgniet's arrest. Furthermore 
Revin SFIO lost Estivalet, one of their activists, to the PCF. He had participated in the 
march and was dismayed by his party's failure to support the event. 

44 Le Cri des chômeurs (Valenciennes Nord), 1-2, Oct.-Nov. 1934.
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for their part in the grape-pickers' strike. It published six issues 
before Christmas. 45 As well as reporting on the wider political 
world, the imprisonment of the leaders of the strike ran in every 
issue of Le Cri.46 This was the underlying objective of the paper. 
In contrast, Le Cri could report very little unemployed activism. 

The functions of the unemployed press evolved as did the 
movements, so that even the intention of creating newspapers inti-
mately connected with protest disappeared. Thus the agitation 
and party political dimensions of the third period were replaced 
with popular front-style coalition politics, charity, and campaign-
ing. The Marseilles paper went furthest in this direction. Each 
issue came out in two editions: one in the standard format as the 
paper of the unemployed movement; and the second as a 'sup-
porters' edition' with a higher tariff of one franc, so that the 
receipts could go to 'those unemployed without benefits and assis-
tance committees'. 

Collective Self, Demonic Other: Constructing an Unemployed Identity 

If financing and the dynamics of unemployed contention presented 
fundamental difficulties to the newspapers of the jobless, then so 
too did the peculiarities of the unemployed as a social group and a 
social identity. Unemployment is a negation of those features of 
social exchange around which richly meaningful identities and self-
awareness are formed, most obviously pertaining to the relatively 
stable work-based hierarchies, relationships of skill, occupation, or 
industry, and senses of gender or place. Movements had to establish 
group identification in the absence of these factors but also encour-
age positive identification with a situation nobody wanted and 
everybody sought to escape from as soon as possible. This nega-
tional quality to the goals of the movement was neatly encapsulated 
in articles entitled 'So that there are no more unemployed', or cel-
ebrations of the USSR as 'The land without unemployment'.47 

From an economic viewpoint, the unemployed are wage labourers 

45 Le Cri des chômeurs (Perpignan), 1, 11 Nov. 1935. The contributors were La Fouine, 
Jean Dupuy, François Goze, Le Winger, Daniel Chabanié, Irenee Espigule, and Alfred 
Beau court, the secretary of the CdC. 46 Ibid. 

47 La Voix des ch6meurs (Saint-Etienne), 1 (11Jan. 1932); La Voix des chômeurs (Limoges), 1 
(1 Mar. 1932); Le Cri des chômeurs (Lyons), 5 (Nov. 1933); Le Cri des chfJmeurs (Perpignan), 1 (1 1 
Nov. 1935); La Voix des sans-travail (Bouches-du Rhone), 1, (May 1938). 
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unsuccessful in the search for work and therefore forced to compete 
with one another in the labour market. Their very situation is indi-
vidualized and competitive, in some senses much more so than that 
of their peers inside the workplace. They are also more vulnerable 
to the arbitrary decision of an employer whether or not to recruit 
them, and have no recourse to the collective protection of fellows in 
the shape of a trade union. Contemporary evidence points to how 
the specific characteristics of joblessness-its shameful, negational, 
transitional, and centrifugal qualities-render group identity for-
mation inherently problematic.48 

Therefore the newspapers articulated those strategies that the 
activists within these movements devised to allow collective iden-
tification. Without this, sustained collective action would be incon-
ceivable. Indeed, group identity was not an explicit end in itself but 
an intrinsic, often unacknowledged, dimension of the process of 
struggle. It should be stressed that it was not exclusively the news-
papers of the unemployed that performed this function-public 
meetings, pamphlets, leaflets, posters, speeches at demonstrations 
also did-but newspapers provide us with the fullest account of this 
process as these other vehicles of identity formation are more 
ephemeral and leave a lesser trace in the historical record. Indeed, 
as examination of the newspapers and the dynamics of contention 
reveals, the existence of newspapers may even give a misleading 
picture of the geography and timing of when this process was most 
successful. 

The Demonic Other: Humiliators and Vultures 

One means of creating a common identity for the unemployed 
was through negative alterity; that is, the unemployed were 

48 MauriceJoyeux, Le Consulat polonais (Paris, 1957), 14. It is worth noting that the move-
ment of the unemployed was largely a movement of those on benefit and several docu-
ments noted how the CdCs largely failed to attract the unemployed who were denied relief 
('chomeurs non secourus'). Paul Guitard, Le Chômage (Paris, 1933), 14-17, 33-81; Roland 
Weil, Le Chômage de lajeunesse intellectuelle diplômée (Paris, 1937); MauriceJoyeux, Souvenirs d'un 
anarchiste 1913-44 (Antony, 2002), 163-4; id., Consulat polonais, 14-18. One said, 'Coal. We 
don't give a damn about that. We sleep under the bridges, us.' AN F 22 683 Prefect (Indre) 
forwarded the resolution of Blanc council to the Minister of Labour, 12 Feb. 1936. Michel 
Augé-Laribé, 'Labour Conditions in French Agriculture', International Labour Review, 25/1
(1932), 23-57. For example, in a song ostensibly written by a workless person about unem-
ployment, this predicament was identified with particular trades: miners, metalworkers, 
and builders, Anon., La Grise du chômage (Millau, 1921). Denis de Rougement, Journal d'un 
intellectuel en chômage (Paris, 1937), 59-62. 
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defined collectively through opposition to common adversaries. 
The strength of this strategy was that these adversaries were 
drawn from everyday experience of the jobless, such as officials 
at the labour exchange or council officers. The humiliations 
(brimades) that the unemployed were subjected to as they waited 
to sign on became a recurrent theme. La Voix des ch6meurs (Saint-
Etienne) adroitly twisted the right-wing discourse so commonly 
levelled at the unemployed of 'dole abuse' to denote the long 
hours that the unemployed had to queue for their benefit. 49 

The negative representations of landlords were constructed as 
another enemy common to all unemployed. Many of the news-
papers denounced the activities of the 'vultures' who without 
qualms evicted unemployed tenants and their families, or seized 
their furniture in lieu of rent. Le Cri des chômeurs (Lyons) depicted 
the scene of Gerland in the south of the city: 

The quarter of slums and black plumes of smoke ... In the insalubrious 
lodgings live entire families ... And the vultures are there, intransigent, 
who demand the rent without pity ... 

Recently, a family in the most complete distress were threatened with 
eviction. The landlord, with an incomprehensible rapaciousness, did not 
hesitate to draw 300 francs from the 400 francs that the mother received 
from her maternity benefit for her last baby. 50

The struggle against landlords took the physical form of direct 
action to foil bailiffs during evictions or seizures of property and 
this was subject to several reports in the press of the unemploy-
ment movement.51 Alongside the landlords stood the police and 
the entire capitalist class condemned in similar fashion. 

Another dimension of negative otherness as a strategy of iden-
tity formation was the newspapers' opposition to the philanthropy 
of the political, Catholic, and social elites with regard to the 
unemployed. The newspapers highlighted the way that philan-
thropy was 'the politics of the outstretched hand' and assigned to 
the unemployed an atomized and servile status denying collective 
recognition and entitlement to 'bread or work'. 52 These criticisms 

49 La Voix des chômeurs (Saint-Etienne), I (uJan. I932); ibid. 2 (3o]an. I932). 
50 Le Cri des chômeurs (Lyons), I (Mar. I932). 
51 Le Sans-Travail (Valence), Feb. I932; ibid. Mar. 1932; La Voix des chomeurs (Saint-

Etienne), 4 (Apr. I932); La Voix des chomeurs (Limoges), 5 (Mar. 1933); ibid. 6 (Apr. I932); Le 
Cri des ch6meurs (Valenciennes Nord), Dec. 1934-

52 La Tribune des sans-travail (Toulouse), 4, July I936. The Bordeaux paper publicly 
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softened very considerably over time. During the popular front 
period, CdCs embraced wider social forces including Catholic 
organizations in fund-raising for the unemployed. 53 

These periodicals campaigned for the establishment of unem-
ployment funds in localities where such provision did not exist. 
Generally speaking, with the onset of the slump in 1931 and 1932, 
councils or departments created unemployment funds in larger 
urban and more industrial areas. This left many communes 
without coverage. Within the regional networks of the unemployed 
committees and therefore the territory of most regional newspapers 
of the unemployed, in the smaller towns or the villages, unemploy-
ment funds at least initially did not exist. Papers recorded cam-
paigns for the establishment of such funds. 54 These campaigns, 
emphasizing the rights of the unemployed, presupposed a recogni-
tion of the unemployed as a social group with some cohesive inter-
ests and juridical status. This recognition was as necessary on the 
part of the local authorities as on the part of the unemployed, so 
strategies of group identification were part and parcel of the 
achievement of wider social recognition. In other words, conces-
sions from the authorities required them to accept, at least par-
tially, the normative framework of unemployed entitlement. 

Adversarial representations of municipalities also assisted iden-
tity formation in the realm of public works which, like unemploy-
ment benefits, were devolved to the local level. One of the 
recurrent demands of the papers was for job creation. Yet, the 
papers were sharply critical of'forced labour', which consisted of 
councils requiring the unemployed to work for their benefits, and 
argued for relief work to be paid at trade union rates. The local 
shamed the Countess de Mata because she had refused to donate to a collection for the 
CdC, La Voix des chômeurs (Bordeaux), 2 (5 May 1933). 

53 During the Third Period (1928-33), the Communists had exploited the embittered 
response of the unemployed to local social hierarchies and those in petty positions of 
power. In these years, the jobless and the PCF had overlapping demonologies. The CdCs 
had branded landlords 'vultures', condemned Christians for their charitable efforts, and 
antagonized rate-paying shopkeepers. Of course, some of the unemployed, internalizing a 
reactionary discourse peddled in much of the press, supplemented this list with foreigners, 
women, and non-veterans. Yet with the Popular Front, their demonologies diverged. Now 
the middle classes were allies that the PCF did not care to alienate. The directly visible 
antagonists of the unemployed were not the haute bourgeoisie--or in the PCF's demonology 
of clay, the 200 families'-but these more lowly tormentors. 

54 In Saint-Just and Andrézieux La Voix des chômeurs (Saint-Etienne), I (IIjan. 1932); in 
Villars, ibid. 3 (Mar. 1932); in Petit-Quevilly, Le Houlme, Montvilliers, and Maromme, La 
Lutte des chômeurs (Rouen), Feb. 1932. 
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public works had associations with serf obligations (la corvee), the 
poor law, or even slavery.55 This was a matter of particular con-
tention in Tarbes, where correspondents from the local committee 
explained that those who were obliged to work for four hours 
simply in order to receive their benefit were reduced to the status 
of the slave rather than the worker who was able to enter freely 
into a contract of employment with an employer. In Dax, local 
officials tried to use forced labour to keep women from claiming 
benefit, demanding that those female workers who had been laid 
off from the Mermay factory (Narrosse) go to the council worksite 
and perform heavy labour with pick and spade if they were to 
receive benefit. 56 Yet, like the hunger marches, the newspapers of 
the unemployed did not coincide with the numerous strikes on 
relief work schemes that took place in 1930s France.57

More generally, the activities of councils also provide the means 
of collective identification and the assertion of interests. The news-
papers generally worked within, and sought to disseminate, a nor-
mative framework wherein the unemployed possessed rights, 
through a sense of natural justice where such rights did not exist 
in law. Le Cri des ch6meurs (Valenciennes Nord) sought to 'make our 
hardship known and demand our rights' and solicited their peers 
to allow the paper to expose the 'injustices' committed against 
them.58 La Voix des chômeurs (Landes-Pyrenees) also took up this 
liberal contractualist discourse of rights. The unemployed 
demanded the right to live, to work, to produce, to be paid, being 
'free citizens and not prisoners'. 59 Responding to the denial of 
municipal meeting rooms, the stephanois paper took up this lan-
guage even more forcefully. The unemployed were 'not dogs' of 
the street, not 'undesirables', but had the same rights as other tax-
paying citizens.60 

Each newspaper published lists of demands (cahiers de revendications) 
which were framed very much within this logic. Most fundamen-
tally, the newspapers appealed to an entitlement to unemployment 

55 La Tribune des sans-travail (Toulouse), 20 May I936. The Limogcs paper warned of 
government intentions to force the unemployed to move to areas of high seasonal labour 
demand in terms of the threat afforced labour, La Voix des chômeurs (Limoges), 4 (July I932). 

56 La Voix des chômeurs (Landes-Pyrénées), 5 (Oct. I936). 
57 Michael Seidman, 'Making the French Unemployed Work, 1930-1936', French 

History, I8/2 (June 2004), I96-22I; Perry, Prisoners of Want, I5I-5, 172. 
58 Le Cri des chômeurs (Valenciennes Nord), Dec. 1934-
59 La Voix des chômeurs (Landes-Pyrénées), 3 (Apr. I936). 
60 La Voix des chomeurs (Saint-Etienne), I (I 1 Jan. I932). 
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benefit, or, where available, higher benefits, in circumstances where 
social provision for the unemployed was at the discretion of the 
local municipal or departmental authorities.61 Contributors to the 
newspapers wrote various justifications of this position including the 
right to live, to freedom from hunger, to health, to dignity, to 
provide for spouse and children, and to equality of treatment with 
others in the same circumstances. 62 

Negative alterity was complemented by virtuous alterity: an 
'other' that provided solidarity, or whose interests coincided with 
the unemployed. This positive other also helped to give meaningful 
shape to the place and cohesiveness of the unemployed in French 
politics and society. In contrast to the self-identification through 
opposition to hostile councils, the unemployed were asked to iden-
tify collectively with Communist and later anti-fascist or popular 
front councils. Mter the legislative elections of 1936, this collective 
identification was extended to the government. A universal theme 
in these papers was the shared interest of the unemployed and 
workers in employment. Newspapers confidently spoke of how the 
unemployed would not be used to break strikes or to push through 
wage cuts. Local disputes, such as the militant textile strike in 
Vienne in early 1932, were celebrated in the unemployed press. 53 

The unemployed were also asked to identify with the USSR.64 

The Collective Self: Aggregation, Visualization, and Collective Action 
If the newspapers of the unemployed claimed to articulate the sin-
gular collective voice of the unemployed by defining it in relation 
to social groups outside their ranks, they adopted three mecha-
nisms to forge a common identity by reference to the unemployed 
themselves. These three forms were identification through aggre-
gated integration and identification through collective action. The 

61 Philippe-Jean Hesse, 'France and Unemployment Insurance from I920 to I958: The 
Myth of Social Security', in Noel Whiteside and Robcrt Salais (eels.), Governance, Industry 
and Labour Markets in Britain and France: The Modernising State in the Mid- Twentieth Century 
(London, I988), I93-2II. Philippe-Jean Hesse andjean-Pierre Le Crom, 'L'Indemnisation 
des chomeurs clans les annees I930', in Les Sans-Emploi et la loi hier et aujourd'lwi (Quimper, 
I988), 43-67. 

62 On this last point, the Marseilles paper campaigned for equalization of benefits 
between Marseilles and Paris, La Voix des sans-travail (Bouches-du-Rhone), I (May I938); 
ibid. 2 (June I938); ibid. 3 (I938); ibid. 5 (I938). 

63 Le Cri des chômeurs (Lyons), I (Mar. I932); ibid. 2 (Apr. I932). 
64 La Voix des clu5meurs (Saint-Etienne), I {I I Jan. I932); La Voix des chômeurs (Limoges), I 

{I Mar. I932); Le Cri des clu5meurs (Pyrénées-Orientales), I (11 Nov. 1935).
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first consisted of appeals to specific groups within the unemployed 
(women, immigrants, those without benefits, the old, and so on) to 
prevent their exclusion and overcome the group fragmentation. 
The sub-groups that the newspapers appealed to varied geograph-
ically and over time. For instance, reflecting the local pattern of 
industry, La Lutte des chômeurs (Rouen) articulated the demands of 
sailors and dockers and integrated these into its work. 65 At a more 
general level, whilst during the earlier phase (1932-3) the period-
icals appealed to foreigners, those without benefits, and women, 
in the later phase (1936-9) they appealed to less controversial sub-
groups of the unemployed: older workers, veterans, the young, 
and women. 

The second instrument of imagining the jobless collectively was 
via visual representations of the unemployed in photographs, 
drawings, mastheads, and cartoons. These visualizations of the 
jobless strongly overlapped with generally recognizable represen-
tations of urban manual workers. The stylized worker in cloth 
cap, trousers, and jacket on one level reflected contemporary con-
ventions ubiquitous amongst the jobless, but those without work 
were not exclusively male industrial workers. Some were women, 
rural migrants, ruined property owners, or white-collar workers. 
This abstraction simplified the message and underlined the desire 
to create a sense of uniformity and association with the industrial 
working class. To some extent this pictorial language conforms to 
mainstream visions of the unemployed, but there are also subtle 
differences. In the press of the unemployed, the figure of the 
tramp was absent and renderings of the jobless could not be con-
fused with this stereotype as they were elsewhere. Images, espe-
cially in the earlier more militant phase of policy, often challenged 
prevalent conventions of depicting the unemployed slouching, 
leaning against objects, hands in pocket, eyes cast to the floor 
denoting idleness, passivity, shame, or submission.66 The photo-
graph in La Voix (Nord) of a group of unemployed who had just 
defeated the bailiffs is a particularly striking illustration of this with 
several looking determinedly, almost threateningly, in the direc-
tion of the camera.67 Photographs and line drawings also capture 

65 La Lutte des chômeurs (Rouen), Feb. 1932. 
66 For a picture of a mass protest meeting with a figure in the foreground raising his fist 

in the air, La Voix des sans travail (Bouches du Rhone), 5 (1938). In the following issue a 
picture bears the by-line 'waiting for degrading alms', ibid. 6 (1938). 

67 La Voix des chômeurs (Nord), 6 (Mar.-Apr. 1936). 
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demonstrations in which the unemployed are active, upright, and 
on the move. 68 The iconography of these images, with red flags, 
placards, and union banners, corresponds to that of the labour 
movement. 

Coverage and encouragement of collective action constituted 
the third mechanism of self-referential group identification. This 
process linked together the realization of shared interests with 
identity formation resulting in the achievements of common goals. 
Indeed, in general, the newspapers of the unemployed connected 
the construction of a shared identity as a vital element in unified 
action. The comments on collective struggle versus individualism 
in La Voix des ch8meurs (Bordeaux) were representative of all these 
papers: 
But if the ideology of struggle persists, if the understanding of solidarity 
wins out and not that of personalities, it is evident that the final outcome 
will not be in doubt. When, on the contrary, personal and arrogant igno-
rance persists, its vitality weakens, becomes a lot more incoherent, that 
leads to fragmentation and ultimately defeat. 69 

This press presented the struggle as the only escape from starva-
tion, hunger, ill-health, suicide, and even war. 

Self-help was another means of identification through collective 
action. Whereas the early unemployed movements had staunchly 
criticized bourgeois charity and philanthropy, later in the decade 
committees established their own soup kitchens and hostels to 
undermine fascist ones. 70 La Voix des ch8meurs (Marseilles) featured 
the Foyer des Chômeurs (Hostel of the Unemployed) that the 
movement had set up. Having said this, earlier papers occasion-
ally accepted the self-help ethos. In La Ricamarie, the committee 
organized a children's party for Christmas. The Comité Central 
des Chômeurs de Saint-Etienne et des Environs (CCdC, Central 
Committee of the Unemployed of Saint-Etienne and District) 
arranged a party on 2january that attracted 4,000 people in the 
Saint-Etienne Bourse du Travail and distributed several thousand 
francs worth of toys to children of the unemployed.7 1 In Saint-

68 La Voix des sans travail (Saint-Etienne), 2 (3o Jan. 1932). 
69 La Voix des chômeurs (Bordeaux), 3 (23 May 1933). 
70 For discussion of veterans' issues and on the establishment of soup kitchens to under-

mine the influence of the fascists, see La Voix des sans-travail (Bouches-du-Rhi'me), 2 (June
1938); ibid. 3 (1938); ibid. 5 (1938). Thibaud, 'De beaux résultats du Front Populaire', Cahiers 
du Bolchévisme, year 12, special issue (15 Oct. 1935), 1225-86. 

71 La Voix des chômeurs (Saint-Etienne), 1 (nJan. 1932). 
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Etienne and Lyons, the papers reported the launching of cooper-
atives to buy in bulk in order to reduce prices for the unemployed. 

The negative side of the collective-individual choice was also 
stressed in such regularly appearing themes as suicide, hunger, 
despair, servility, or humiliation, which could all be transcended 
by collective action. The papers criticized various social categories 
within the working class for their individualism. Those who broke 
strikes, or accepted lower wages, or worked overtime, or contin-
ued to work while drawing a pension were examples of people 
who made things worse for their fellows. 72 Overall, what made 
these diverse strategies of identity formation relatively consistent 
across these newspapers was that writers shared a sense of class, 
that the unemployed belonged to the working class, and that 
enemies and allies were defined by the process of class conflict. 

Conclusion 

At the outset of this essay, three factors common to the press of 
the unemployed were problematized: first, their viability and 
rationale; secondly, their relationship with protest; and finally, 
their creation of a collective identity for the unemployed. On the 
first count, it is clear that this press operated within stifling finan-
cial and motivational deficits and that this accounts for their spas-
modic appearances and warped periodicities. If the neglected 
protest amongst the French unemployed provides evidence that 
the Marienthal thesis overstated and over-schematized the inca-
pacities of the unemployed, the discontinuities of their press sug-
gests that this thesis did contain a valuable insight into the specific 
problems of collective motivation for the unemployed. 

Secondly, from an evidentiary viewpoint, the relationship 
between these newspapers and social protest is highly ambiguous 
and potentially misleading. The reliance on these newspapers 
might even lead to mistaken assumptions about the relative 
absence of protest in France. The counter-intuitive implication is 
that, despite the desire on the part of creators of these newspapers 
to generate militant action, such papers correlate negatively with 

72 Accusing workers on overtime, La Voix des chômeurs (Bordeaux), 3 (23 May 1933). On 
the cumuls - thoseworking while in receipt of a pension-La Voix des chômeurs (Landes-
Pyrénées), 3 (Apr. 1936). 
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protest and therefore give reasonable grounds to believe that they 
actually impeded such action. The reasons for this can be located 
in the incompatible spatial and temporal dynamics of producing 
newspapers on the one hand, and unemployed contestation on 
the other. These papers were not what they originally set out to 
be in 1932 and over time their goals migrated pragmatically from 
this ideal. Given the less ambitious rationale of challenging dom-
inant discourses that stigmatized the unemployed as scroungers 
and circumventing the mainstream media that denied their organ-
izations a hearing, the press of the movement cannot be simply 
discounted. The papers were either symptomatic of a preparatory 
phase when protest was low key and diffuse, or a stage after the 
height of protest when they gave a sense of order to retreat and 
shored up the declining movement against extinction. 

Where the relationship between protest and the social move-
ment is concerned, neither the Piven-Cloward thesis nor a 
straightforward resource mobilization approach suffices. The 
newspapers provide evidence of the organizational networks that 
existed prior to significant mobilization. Yet, there was no given 
organizational form, certainly not the newspaper, that could in 
itself generate militant protest or rapid growth in influence, even 
in conditions where sponsoring organizations occasionally lav-
ished resources upon the movement. The dynamics of unem-
ployed protest therefore had an element conditioned by the 
delicate processes of the mass experience and psychology of the 
unemployed which, at moments, created possibilities at the grass 
roots for dramatic collective action. 

Thirdly, it is instructive that this press devoted so much of 
its precious space either directly or indirectly to group identity 
formation. This highlights the contribution of the unemployed 
themselves to the social recognition and public 'invention' of 
unemployment. This was not an institutional process manufac-
tured subjectively and imposed from without, as some emphasize, 
but one in which the unemployed articulated-admittedly in 
politically mediated ways-their own experiences in order to 
create a self-consciousness. This was an indicator of a wider 
process within the movements of the unemployed and amongst 
the mass of unemployed themselves more generally. The newspa-
pers did not simply reflect this process, however; they also assisted 
it by providing arguments to take on prevailing discourses about 
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the jobless. The process of an unemployed identity and self-aware-
ness was central to these papers; it was contextualized in terms of 
the experiences and conflicts of class. Ultimately, therefore, these 
papers subscribed to the belief that collective identity formation 
was dependent on an awareness of class and the assignment of the 
unemployed to being a constituency within the working class. This 
does not prove that the jobless were indeed part of the working 
class. Instead, what can be observed in the press of the unem-
ployed is a battle against the estrangement of the unemployed and 
other workers, the continual reassertion of the unemployed as part 
of the working class. This suggests that a process with two tenden-
cies was at work. With the first tendency, the unemployed con-
ceived of themselves as part of the wider working class and 
organized collectively as such. With the other, the unemployed 
became estranged from those in employment and working-class 
institutions. Given the contradictory and dynamic character of 
this process, the unemployed defied formalistic static categoriza-
tion as either underclass or working class. Unemployment was for 
some a route into (proletarianization), for others a route out of 
(for example, clochardisation), the working class. 

At a more general level, what the papers meant to the unem-
ployed can only be partially answered. Clearly their fitfullifespans 
of publication suggest that the general mass of the unemployed 
did not see local newspapers as indispensable in the same way that 
the editors and writers drawn from their ranks did. Disappearance 
is highly instructive, but this should not be read as complete dis-
regard on the part of the unemployed because the financial logic 
of these papers was so precarious. Their sources of income all had 
their own structural flaws, whether the limited number of shop-
keepers sympathetic to organizations linked to the Communists, 
or the costs for trade unions that were generally in minority posi-
tions. Most fundamentally, the survival of these papers depended 
on the money and motivation of the unemployed, two things that, 
as a general rule, they were notorious for lacking. An almost 
intractable problem of resource mobilization was therefore the 
condition of existence of most of these papers. The activists who 
sought to forge movements of the unemployed were faced with 
additional problems to those of trade union work or other social 
movements in the sense that unemployment as a collective iden-
tity was so problematic. The extent to which different modes of 
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identity formation dominated the columns of this press underlines 
the problems of the unemployed conceiving of themselves collec-
tively and therefore being able to act together. This was indispen-
sable to forging a social movement with some success and being 
able to generate protest. They also in some way contributed to 
the batde of ideas, the contestation of dominant modes of thinking 
about the unemployed during a longer period in which attitudes 
changed quite dramatically with the definitive replacement of 
the old consensus by 1944-5. It is impossible to weigh this contri-
bution, but it would be wrong to ignore the way in which self-
organization and protest of the unemployed registered on a wider 
cultural level. For the unemployed, this shift in attitudes had a 
particular meaning, one that these papers returned to again and 
again: those without work were not lazy or scroungers, and there 
was nothing shameful about being unemployed or claiming 
benefit. 



APPENDIX 

TABLE I2.AI. Coverage and dates ofthe provincial press ofthe unemployed
Paper and location no. I no. 2 no.3 no. 4 no.5 no. 6 no.7 no. 8 no.9 no. 10 

Voix des chômeurs
(Saint-Etienne) 

11 Jan.I932 3o.Jan.I932 Mar. I932 Apr. I932 

Lutte des chômeurs (Rouen) Feh. I932 
Sans-travail (Valence) Feb. I932 Mar. I932 
Voix des chômeurs (N ord) Feb. I932 May 1932 Aug. I933 Jan. I936 Feb. I936 Mar. I936 Apr. I936 May I936 July I936 Aug. I936 
Voix des ch6meurs (Limoges) I Mar. I932 July I932 Apr. I933 
Voix des ch6meurs (Bordeaux) 26 Apr. I933 5June I933 23 May I933 
Chômeurs(Drancy) Aug. I932 Sept. I932 Dec. I932 Jan. I933 
Cri des chômeurs Oct. I934 Dec. I934 
(Valenciennes Nord) 
Marche de lafoim (Ardennes) Mar. I935 
Cri des chômeurs 11 Nov.'935 17 Nov. 1935 25 Nov. 1935 I Dec. 1935 8 Dec. I935 
(Pyrenees-Orientales) 
Voix des ch6meurs (Sotteville) Nov. '935 Feb. I936 
Voix des ch6meurs Jan. 1936 Feb. I936 Apr. 1936 June 1936 Oct. I936 
(Landes-Pyrénées) 
Tribune des sans-travail 20 May I936 2June 1936 I4June 1936 I July 1936 
(Toulouse) 
Ch Occitan (Toulouse) Sept. I936 Oct. I936 Nov. 1936 
Voix des sans-Travail May I938 June I938 n.d. n.d. n.d. Feb. '939 
(Marseilles) 




